Department of Plant Molecular Biology
University of Delhi South Campus, Benito Juarez Road,
Dhaura Kuan, New Delhi 110 021


1. Position : Research Associate (one)
   Qualification : Ph.D. (10,500 + 30% HRA) or M.Sc. (Rs 8,800 + 30% HRA) in Life Science, Plant Science, Botany or Biotechnology. Knowledge of techniques of plant tissue culture/genetic engineering/molecular biology is desirable.

2. Position : JRF (two) Rs 3600 + 30% HRA
   Qualification : B.Sc. (Ag.)/B.Sc./B.E./B.Tech.


1. Position : Scientist (one), Scale Rs 8000–275–13,500/-
   Qualification : Good academic record with at least 55% marks (50% for candidates belonging to SC/ST or those who passed their Master’s degree prior to 19.09.91 and hold a Ph.D. degree) or an equivalent grade in the seven point scale with letter grade O, A, B, C, D, E & F at the Master’s degree level in a relevant subject from an Indian University or equivalent degree from a foreign University.

   Candidates who do not hold a Ph.D. degree should have cleared the National Eligibility Test (NET) conducted by the UGC, CSIR or similar test accredited by the UGC.

2. Position : Technical Assistant (Computer) (one), Rs 8200 pm fixed.
   Qualification : Graduate with knowledge of computers.

Interested candidates are requested to apply on plain paper along with their biodata and supporting documents so as to reach Professor Anil Grover, Principal Investigator, at the above address, within two weeks of the appearance of this advertisement.